2000 volkswagen beetle engine

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. While driving at a low
speed, the vehicle stalled. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. In addition, the brake
warning light illuminated even though the emergency brake was disengaged. The check engine
warning light also illuminated intermittently. The contact also stated that the low beam head
lamps failed to fully illuminate. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer
was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. While driving at 15 mph, there
was a loud abnormal noise and the vehicle overheated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where
it was diagnosed that the timing belt and the motor mount needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was repaired, however the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was , The outside temperature at the time was in the high 90's during a
prolonged heat wave in the North East. In checking VW owners forums available on the internet,
this is a common problem and complaint fuse box melting in the VW product line. Why hasn't
VW been fined and ordered to recall their defective cars? Search CarComplaints. Engine timing
belt prematurely failed at 89, mile. VW owners manual supplied with vehicle states that for the 1.
The failure of the belt caused bent valves. Loss of power when the belt failed also put my safety
at risk as my car was stalled in heavy traffic. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Table 1 shows 19 common engine and engine cooling related problems of the
Volkswagen Beetle. The number one most common problem is related to the engine and engine
cooling eight problems. The second most common problem is related to the engine belts and
pulleys seven problems. While driving noticed white smoke behind the vehicle, then all
electronics failed but car remained running, pulled to side of the road and engine compartment
engulfed in flames. The car was quickly on fire from the dash forward. Read details The contact
owns a Volkswagen Beetle. While driving at 15 mph, there was a loud abnormal noise and the
vehicle overheated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the timing
belt and the motor mount needed to be replaced. While driving and at a stop vehicle stalled.
Consumer would restarted the vehicle. Dealership was notified, but did not resolve the problem.
Car Problems. Table 1. The Engine And Engine Cooling problem While driving noticed white
smoke behind the vehicle, then all electronics failed but car remained running, pulled to side of
the road and engine compartment engulfed in flames. The Car Stall problem While driving and
at a stop vehicle stalled. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys
problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Check Engine Light On
problems. Engine Burning Oil problems. Emission Control problems. Engine problems.
Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Catalytic Convertor problems.
Diesel Engine problems. Water Pump problems. Oil Pump problems. Engine Knocking Noise
problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Vehicle Overheat problems. Engine Shut Off Without
Warning problems. Cooling Fan problems. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Fun and sporty! Please verify any
information in question with St Cloud Hyundai. Vehicle photos are representative of make
model trim exterior color and interior color. Additional equipment seen may vary. Click the
window sticker button to see the full list of included equipment. See dealer for details. Some
rebates you must qualify for. Occasionally pricing data errors and omissions may occur on
various vehicles and offers. Upon notification such errors and omissions will be promptly
removed or fixed. Vehicle photos are representative of make, model, trim, exterior color and
interior color. Occasionally, pricing, data errors and omissions may occur on various vehicles
and offers. Upon notification, such errors and omissions will be promptly removed or fixed.
Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up,
and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to
your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Manual transmission and Gas I4 2.
We certify every vehicle for our confidence and yours, in order to offer these exclusive
warranties. If you don't like it, bring it back, exchange it, that simple. At Rollit we don't pay our
staff of transportation advisers commission. So feel free to shop without pressure, they are here
to help, that's all. Rollit Motors is founded on trust, integrity, and respect. We are proud to offer
these values in our sales and business practices so our customers keep coming back. The
vehicles on our lot have the best prices and quality in the area, so come by and see us today!
No hidden fees!!! No add ons!! What a deal!! Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 2. This fun
to drive vehicle is 4CYL, 2. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive
and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated business for over 25
years with multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase.
Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location We are excited to offer this Volkswagen New Beetle.

Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. The
quintessential Volkswagen -- This Volkswagen New Beetle GLS speaks volumes about its
owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the
ordinary. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. We look
forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. Description: Used Volkswagen
New Beetle. Only 89, Miles! Speed-sensitive variable intermittent windshield wipers, Roof
mounted whip antenna, Remote pwr hatch release. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Yellow with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Loaded with power options and so much fun to drive. Fast and tight. Typical German
car feel!! None will compare to this Bug anywhere. Ready to turn key and drive. Only driven 3k
miles per year!! Stock We are a Carfax Advantage dealer. Carfax certified with buyback
guarantee. Has just gone through pre-sale inspection smog safety and certification. Call directly
between 10am and pm Monday through Saturday in Escondido at We are located at West 3rd.
Ave Escondido Ca. We are happy to answer any questions you may have. We are a family-run
business and have been owner-operated for over 30 years. You are purchasing this vehicle from
a licensed bonded source with the assurance of a full mechanical inspection smog check and
certification upon delivery! This is not a risky private-party purchase without recourse. You can
meet the owner directly have peace of mind and the assurance of a physical presence. Check
the rest of inventory online at Prices and payments including the amount down payment do not
include tax titles tags documentation charges emissions testing charges or other fees required
by law or lending organizations. All vehicle specifications prices and equipment are subject to
change without notice. Very low rates available and 72 Month term O. Bad Credit OK! Trades are
welcome. Many forms of payment are available. A purchaser is welcome to check out our
vehicles as much as they like onsite. Our last test drive is at and we close at Monday-Saturday
unless otherwise scheduled with sales. Please stop by friendshipauto. Drive Wheel
Configuration: front wheel drive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Convertible 29 Hatchback Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 57 Manual
Engine Type Gas 6. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 5 cylinders 6. Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Not
provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 87 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good if you take care of it.
My mom actually bought this car a year , and bought it in From the start, it was making a very
loud noise from the engine, til i figured it was the air pump. So we replaced that and it takes off
very fast! I have seen some reviews on this car, and i do not think this car gets the good reviews
it deserves. If people actually take care of the problem and know exactly what it is, then it will be
good to you. Anybody could buy a car brand new, but eventually it will need to be fixed, and
something will break down. This car is running good and fast even after soo long. I could say
that interior is cheap, but just driving this is very cool. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Engine
Oil Level Sensor. Included with: Oil pan. This can lead to some operators adding more oil than
is necessary to the engine, which causes damage to major systems. Whether you suspect the
oil level sensor or not, a technician should diagnose the fault in your Volkswagen VW Beetle to
prevent engine damage. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart,
the shipping option will not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be
defaulted at checkout. Find Parts That Fit:. Oil level sensor. Full Diagram. Type 1. Type 2. Type
3. From vin 7L To vin 7L WAGON only. From vin 1K To vin 1K Level sensor. From vin 1K8P To
vin 1K8P View All Diagrams. Related Products. Fog lamp retrofit harness. Terminal Connector.
Your Price. Fulfillment Options. Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. People
Also Bought. Engine Intake Manifold Gasket. Engine Oil Pressure Switch. Jim Ellis Volkswagen.
Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Find us on Facebook. Unless otherwise
indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to
ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time
to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not
responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes
only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product
appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be
unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Find Parts That Fit:. Engine
Timing Chain Guide. Guide for the Timing Chain. Eos; Auto Trans. Eos; Exhaust. Eos; Intake.
Eos; Lower; Yellow. Eos; Manual Trans. Eos; Primary; Lower; Left. Eos; Primary; Lower; Right.
Eos; Primary; Upper. Eos; Secondary; Lower; Left. Eos; Secondary; Lower; Right. Eos;
Secondary; Upper. Eos; Thrust Washers. Eos; Eng. Code CBFA. Code CCTA. Full Diagram. GTI;
Exhaust. GTI; Intake. GTI; Lower; Yellow. GTI; Primary; Upper. GTI; Right. GTI; Secondary;

Upper. GTI; Thrust Washers. Jetta; All. Jetta; Auto Trans. Jetta; Exhaust. Jetta; Intake. Jetta;
Lower; Yellow. Jetta; Manual Trans. Jetta; Primary; Lower; Left. Jetta; Primary; Lower; Right.
Jetta; Primary; Upper. Jetta; Secondary; Lower; Left. Jetta; Secondary; Lower; Right. Jetta;
Secondary; Upper. Jetta; Thrust Washers. Jetta; Upper; Yellow. Jetta; Lower; Blue. Tiguan; Auto
Trans. Tiguan; Exhaust. Tiguan; Intake. Tiguan; Lower; Yellow. Tiguan; Manual Trans. Tiguan;
Primary; Lower; Left. Tiguan; Primary; Lower; Right. Tiguan; Primary; Upper. Tiguan;
Secondary; Lower; Left. Tiguan; Secondary; Lower; Right. Tiguan; Secondary; Upper. Tiguan;
Upper; Yellow. Tiguan; Lower; Blue. Tiguan; Lower; Green. Tiguan; Lower; Red. Tiguan; Lower;
White. Beetle; Auto Trans. Beetle; Exhaust. Beetle; Intake. Beetle; Manual Trans. Beetle;
Primary; Lower; Right. Beetle; Secondary; Lower; Left. Beetle; Secondary; Lower; Right. Beetle;
Secondary; Upper. Beetle; Thrust Washers. Beetle; Upper. Beetle; Use Sealant.. Passat;
Exhaust. Passat; Intake. Passat; Left; Auto Trans. Passat; Left; Manual Trans. Passat; Lower;
Yellow. Passat; Primary; Lower; Left. Passat; Primary; Lower; Right. Passat; Primary; Upper.
Passat; Right. Passat; Secondary; Lower; Left. Passat; Secondary; Lower; Right. Passat;
Secondary; Upper. Passat; Thrust Washers. Passat; Upper; Yellow. Passat; Lower; Blue.
Passat; Lower; Green. Passat; Lower; Red. Passat; Lower; White. Passat; Upper; Black. Passat;
Upper; Red. Jetta; Left; Auto Trans. Jetta; Left; Manual Trans. Jetta; Right. Jetta; ULEV. Jetta;
Use Liquid Gasket.. Jetta; Lower; Green. Jetta; Lower; Red. Jetta; Lower; White. Jetta; Upper;
Black. Jetta; Upper; Red. Jetta Wagon; Exhaust. Jetta Wagon; Intake. Jetta Wagon; Left; Auto
Trans. Jetta Wagon; Left; Manual Trans. Jetta Wagon; Lower; Yellow. Jetta Wagon; Primary;
Lower; Left. Jetta Wagon; Primary; Lower; Right. Jetta Wagon; Primary; Upper. Jetta Wagon;
Right. Jetta Wagon; Secondary; Lower; Left. Jetta Wagon; Secondary; Lower; Right. Jetta
Wagon; Secondary; Upper. Jetta Wagon; Thrust Washers. Jetta Wagon; Upper; Yellow. Jetta
Wagon; Use Liquid Gasket.. Jetta Wagon; Lower; Blue. Jetta Wagon; Lower; Green. Jetta
Wagon; Lower; Red. Jetta Wagon; Lower; White. Jetta Wagon; Upper; Black. Jetta Wagon;
Upper; Red. GTI; Upper; Yellow. GTI; Lower; Blue. GTI; Lower; Green. GTI; Lower; Red. GTI;
Lower; White. GTI; Upper; Black. GTI; Upper; Red. CC; Auto Trans. CC; Exhaust. CC; Intake. CC;
Lower; Yellow. CC; Manual Trans. CC; Primary; Lower; Left. CC; Primary; Lower; Right. CC;
Primary; Upper. CC; Secondary; Lower; Left. CC; Secondary; Lower; Right. CC; Secondary;
Upper. CC; Thrust Washers. CC; Upper; Yellow. CC; Lower; Blue. View All Diagrams. Accepted
Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Find us on Facebook. Data Agreement Unless
otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we
endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may
occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We
are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration
purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual
product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some
items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Beetle; 1.
Beetle; 2. Golf, GTI, R32; 2. Jetta; 2. Select a Trimlevel:. Mass Air Flow Sensor. Air Meter. Full
Diagram. From vin 1C To vin 1C View All Diagrams. Related Products. Cargo Box Carrier â€”
Matte Black. Replacement Center Caps. Bike Holder Attachment - Black. Starting MSRP
excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact
dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to
view local pricing. Gervais Volkswagen of Lowell. Shop Now. Distance: Seacoast Volkswagen.
Minuteman Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Starter
Motor. Engine Air Intake Hose. Changeover valve. Turbocharger Boost Solenoid. Turbocharger
Wastegate Actuator. Vehicle Speed Sensor. Email this product. Email Address. About About
VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise
indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to
ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time
to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not
responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes
only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product
appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be
unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Since the architecture was
essentially just a Golf underneath, you had some pretty fun performance options, like the Turbo
S:. No, this is a fairly basic GLS â€” replete with a 2. So why are we here? I think it may be time
to let go of my flame throwing, running and driving jet car. Registration up to date. The car has
two engines: the production gasoline engine in the front, driving the front wheels, and the jet
engine in the back. The idea is that you drive around legally on the gasoline engine then, when
you want to have some fun, spin up the jet and get on the burner you can start the jet while
driving along on the gasoline engine. I built the car because I wanted the wildest street-legal

ride possible. I was able to use some stuff I learned while getting my fancy engineering degree
with this project I have a PhD in Mechanical Engineering from Stanford University. I have no
idea how fast the car will go, and probably never will. I built the car in order to thrill me, not kill
me. That said, I do enjoy the occasional blast down the highway. I chose the Beetle because it
looks cool with the jet and it shows it off well. Air for the jet enters the car through the two side
windows and the sunroof. It can be a little windy inside with the jet engine running but not too
bad. I built the car to look like VW delivered it this way. It drives like a stock Beetle and is safe.
The car has also been on TV nationwide. The back of the gauge panel is open to add to the
techie look. The most important is turbine inlet temperature. If you exceed about degrees C for
very long, you damage the engine. This is critical on start-up. The throttle for the jet engine is
located next to the gear selector. It is a lever and has three buttons: Cool, Big-Fire, and
Afterburner. Then things happen! Notice the kerosene level gauge in front of the gear selector
jet fuel is mostly kerosene. There is a lot going on in the back. The attention to detail in this car
borders on obsessive. Rectangular tank under inlet screen is for various fuel drains. Note
temperature gauge and shutoff valve for dry sump tank. The engine is a General Electric Model
TF with some internal modifications and a custom tailpipe. The lb. The structure holding the
engine was designed using finite element analysis and is redundant. Strong, damage tolerant,
and light. The force from the jet is harnessed using sandwich plates bolted to contoured
aluminum billets inserted into the frame rails. The engine has rigid mounts with rubber
bushings in the front and the back are sliding. It grows as it warms up so the engine mounts
have to account for this. The interior was finished in the original color with two-stage PPG paint.
A heat blanket keeps the plastic bumper from melting when the jet is operating. The Kerosene is
stored in a custom 14 gallon, baffled, foam-filled Kevlar fuel cell in the spare tire well. The tank
has two outlets in the back: a on the left side and a on the right. The goes to a shutoff, then a
Barry Grant pump one of the few hot rod parts on the car , then up into the car where it sees a
filter, a regulator, and an electrical shutoff valve before feeding the engine. The goes into a
shutoff then a custom, 1. The pump can maintain psi at gph. From the pump it goes into the car
to a filter, then a large regulator, and then to the afterburner solenoid and the big-fire solenoid
to left of pump and feeding bottom of tailpipe through orange covered hose. All circuits feeding
solenoids and pumps have fuses, relays, kick-back diodes to minimize contact arcing, sealed
connectors, and use automotive wires of a gauge giving a maximum of 1V drop over the circuit
loop. A 24V starter motor is in the nose of the engine. Heat limits starts to three in one hour.
Lastly, the screen is to avoid FOD foreign object damage but the jet still keeps sucking the rose
out of the bud vase! Your lungs seems to be the answer. For a home-brewed jet-engine Beetle.
On the bright side, that dude in the F King Ranch that is attempting to see if his headlights will
shoot over the top of your car by getting so close? At the end of the day, this is actually a fairly
impressive build. And I think we need a bit more of that in our lives. But probably only once! I
like a lot about this car, especially the fact that it was done and done this well. It looks like a
high quality mod. I have concerns that it is legally registered as a street vehicle though. Why
allow cars with , , horsepower on public streets? Why allow modified pickup trucks with
bumpers that start at five feet high? Pietre, horsepower is not much. Once you start taking
things away, you will wind up with nothing. Just like them trying to take our guns away. Same
thing would happen with cars. Cars are dangerous. Life is dangerous. Even lying at home in bed
can be dangerous if a big enough earthquake hits. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Enter your email
address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post public classified advertisements. As a practice
we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the listing for future reference. If you would like
additional attribution for your work, or wish to remove your listing from our site, we are happy
to accommodate. Please email us: germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not
represent these vehicles and our opinion on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are
not responsible for these items in any way. Estimates on price and values expressed in our
posts are solely the opinion of the writers. Thank you for your understanding. Since the
architecture was essentially just a Golf underneath, you had some pretty fun performance
options, like the Turbo S: Volkswagen Beetle Turbo S Then, of course, to kick it up a few
notches there was the Volkswagen Motorsport Beetle RSi â€” a 3. Carter January 2, at pm.
Pietre January 3, at am. This is how to start a New Year! Yes, Carter, yes! Love the carâ€¦great
to discourage tailgating. Ricky Weston January 3, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we
promise! Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for

replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts
94 k5 blazer
dodge dakota instrument cluster
blue sea 5035
. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Engine Splash Shield part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
RB Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Since
, Dorman Products has supplied the aut Nov 19, Great product. Mounting holes did not line up,
had to drill new ones. Henry McGill. Purchased on Nov 10, Mar 19, Quicken friendly very good
need to receive more things like this easy hassle free thank you. Harry Tomlinson. Purchased
on Mar 03, Mar 09, Good quality.. Robert Meyer. Purchased on Feb 18, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. How to Replace an Engine Splash Shield To avoid the consequences of
these issues, replace your engine splash shield immediately. Engine Splash Shield
Replacement Guide. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

